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CHAIR CARROLL: ... (gavel) ... The Human Services and Economic Development
Committee will now come to order. I'd like to welcome you all here this
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afternoon. We have with us Committee members Jo Anne Johnson, Vice Chair;
Riki Hokama; Pat Kawano and Mike Molina. We also have Council members
Charmaine Tavares; Wayne Nishiki; Alan Arakawa and Dane Kane. Corporation
Counsel, we have Ed Kushi, Jr., with us today. Our Committee staff we have
Shannon Alueta, Committee Ana ... Analyst; and Karen [sic] Zukeran, our
Committee Secretary.
Public testimony will be accepted after today's presentation by our youth. Those
wishing to testify should sign up at the secretary's desk. Testimony shall be
limited to three minutes. An additional minute to conclude testimony may be
granted subject to discretion of the Committee Chair. If testimony is incomplete,
an additional three minutes will be given after all the others have been heard.
Testifiers are requested to state their name for the record and to indicate who
they're representing. To minimize disturbances during the meeting, please turn
off all pagers and cellular phones or put them to the silent mode. Thank you.
ITEM NO. 17: YOUTH VISION 2001 CONFERENCE OVERVIEW (C.C.OO·280)

CHAIR CARROLL: Members, today we have the distinct privilege of listening to the
youth of Maui County. The youth that are here with us today are participants of
the 2001 Youth Vision Conference that began Wednesday, April 18th , 2001. At
the conference the youth have discussed their vision of the future of Maui
County. Today's format will be as follows: Anna Zarro will introduce us to the
youth, then the youth from each district will take turns to present their vision.
When they are finished, I will accept public testimony. When the public testimony
has been completed, I will open the floor to questions from the members. Any
questions at this point?
If not, Anda ... Anna Zarro, please come forward .

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . ..
Pause while Miss Zarro approaches the podium.

MISS ZARRO: Aloha, Chairman Carroll, and Council members.
COUNCIL MEMBERS; Aloha.
MISS ZARRO: I would like to start this by saying that Youth Vision didn't start with a
conference, and Youth Vision will not end with a conference. This project's more
than that.
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What began with a small group of people on the beach talking about their'
concerns for the environment and the County has grown into a youth movement
that spans the entire County of MauL The voicing of concerns grew into weekly
meetings and E-mails.
The informational...the informal, sorry about that,
meetings drew more and more participants. The participants grew into members
of a steering committee and the steering committee formed an executive board.
So, we've been having meetings like you guys have-calling to order, following
Robert's Rules, all that good stuff. . .. (chuckle). .. So, the youth ended up
taking over leadership of the group and we've been having meetings every
Tuesday and sometimes more than that-long hours to plan this conference.
Our focus was just to actually see this conference happen. So, we solicited
sponsors; we wrote press releases; filmed public service announcements;
contacted every youth center in the County, we held a video conference over
Skybridge at MCC; and we developed and agenda for the conference and an
application system.
We're young, so people expect us to be breaking rules, and we started actually
making them for ourselves. So, that's just a brief description of the process it
took us to run the Youth Vision Conference. It should give you an idea of how
much went into this. The truth is that this was long overdue. The need for like,
I'm sorry, the need in this world for like youth involvement and energy is a lot
greater than what went into this conference. So, the entire community, like you
hear people grumble all the time among themselves about the issues they have
and they complain that nobody's doing anything about them.
On many
occasions those people themselves are guilty of doing nothing about their issues.
The simplest excuse for them not to do anything is that they don't know what
they can do, and if they think of something they can do, they don't know that they
can actually just get up and do something about it. The masses need leadership
and they'll help them get involved if they have somebody to follow. Without a
vision to work toward, communities will sit stagnant
Maui is a unique place, rich in culture and natural beauty balancing precariously
on an outdated economy. The quality of life and financial stability of this County
is in the hands of us, the youth, who will inherit the land, the ideals, the causes
and, unfortunately, the problems that still have to be resolved.
The economic future of Maui is dependent on diversification, not only of
agriculture, but besides agriculture and tourism. Maui County, especially, is
looking toward the future with technological development. Without interest in
education of the youth, this County, like the future of this County and it's
economy just...it can't be realized. When taking into consideration the economy
of Maui, citizens who call this place home must realize that's exactly that it is.
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We're not just a popular tourist destination-we can't be all hotels, we can't be all
malls and we can't be all roads.
The islands of Maui, Molokai and Lanai are among the most beautiful places in
the world and it's up to all of us to keep it that way. No one will dispute that we
live in a beautiful place, and no one will dispute that we have our fair share of
problems as well. We've elected officials-you guys-and adult activists like
they're also around doing their part, but when all the ideas and your ideas for
solutions are pooled, we'd still have a better chance and a different perspective if
we had more youth involvement. Young minds imagine possibilities-we ignore
limitations, we think out of the box to solve our problems, we employ creative
solutions, and a vital resource is wasted when youth input is overlooked.
The Youth Vision Conference started on Wednesday night, the 18th , and was
completed today, this morning. We're very tired and where we had it was at
Camp Maluhia in Kahakuloa, which is a perfect setting because it's a place that's
the epitome of what Maui is-a clean ocean in the near distance, mist on the
mountainside, a close community, and clean air. Our delegates enjoyed a hike
out to a heiau and a blessing by Leiohu Ryder. In the short amount of time, we
had delegates from every corner of the County and meeking ... meeting and
working together. We shared opinions and ideas, and in a short amount of time,
we met with a group of adult mentors, and that group was so different. We had
every type of adult leadership you could consider. Our group of mentors
included personalities ranging from Sam Ka'ai, a native Hawaiian cultural
adu ... educator, to Steve Walker of A&B Properties. So, to have those two people
standing next to each other for the common goal of working with us and listening
to us-that was just amazing. And you realize when you have people like that
together that we all think different things, but really what's important to us, is this
place. So, working together we can totally make a difference. So, by doing this
and meeting with these people and coming up with-we have .a handbook we
came up with-this has our vision in it. It has all the work that we've put into this
for the last year and for the last two days.
Our next step is the formation of community development teams to actually take
these action plans and make them happen. We've run the first eight miles of this
marathon toward a better future and we do have a ways to go, but judging from
what was accomplished in just two days of a little hard work and a lot of fun, it
won't be long to the finish line.
Youth Vision is a movement that will enhance the lives of individuals of
communities of Maui County and beyond. When evaluating the difference one
can make in this world, it's important to think globally and act locally. We got into
Youth Vision in this state of mind because of common concerns. We're united by
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the ideals of many, which has formed our collective vision, and we'll accomplish
our goals by staying on the path which we've started. As long as we continue
working together and sharing opinions, coming up with solutions, we're not going
to fall backwards, we're only going to go forward.
Some people believe that the meek shall inherit the earth. You hear it all the
times, biblical things say, but our generation is an era that just a few short years
away. We want to prepare for the challenge of caring for this County and we
want to be proud of what we'll make it. A very powerful world leader once stated
what is at the heart of Youth Vision. Gandhi said, "To be the change you seek."
So, I encourage you on behalf of Youth Vision, that this County needs to be the
change it seeks, and in doing that, we can all move forward and we can all have
the place to live that we've had and we just make it better and not regret things
that we will do to it. So, it's up to us to take care of the land. That's all.
I want to introduce Faith Keahi.
. . .(applause) ...

She's going to read our resolution .

Pause while Miss Keahi approaches the podium.

MISS KEAHI: Hello.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Hello.
MISS KEAHI: We youth of Maui County join together in unity to come up with the Youth
Vision for 2001. We have a resolution that we would like you, the Maui County
Council, to implement and agree on. The resolution reads:
WHEREAS on April 18th _20 th , 2001, approximately 100 Maui County youth
convened at Camp Maluhia to create a vision for the youth of Maui
County; and
WHEREAS all planning an logistics for the conference were performed by
the youth of the Executive Board of Youth Vision; and
WHEREAS this Youth Vision contains practical community action plans for
the diverse communities of Maui County; and
WHEREAS these action plans were created by the youth who live in these
communities within Maui County; and
WHEREAS these action plans represent the will of the youth of today and
the voters of tomorrow; and
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WH EREAS these action plans show the way to create the types of
communities that the conferees desire for their future, now therefore
BE IT RESOLVED that the Maui County Council adopts the principles
ingrained in the Youth Vision; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Maui Council.. .County Council
assist the youth of Maui County in fulfilling the community action plans
created at the Youth Vision Conference 2001.
As youth of the Maui County, we encourage you to please consider this vision
and do all that you can to make our Maui County a better and safer place to live.
Thank you .... (applause) ...
MISS ZARRO: The Molokai team will please come speak.
Pause while the M%kai group approaches the podium.

MISS KEAHI: Hello and good afternoon, members of the County Council. Before
starting, we would like to express our gratitude to you for taking time out of your
busy schedules to listen to the concerns of our island. We are the youth of
Molokai and I am Faith Keahi.
MISS HARRIS: My name is Dawn Harris.
MISS KALlMA: My name is Kaloa Kalima.
MASTER AKINA: My name is Kamuela Akina.
MASTER MAKAENA: My name is Pono Makaena.
MISS WITHERS: My name is Yaisha Withers.
MASTER LINDLEY: My name is Jesse Lindley.
MASTER. KELEKOLlO: My name is Gabriel Kelekolio.
MISS DAVIS: Aloha. My name is Candice Davis.
MISS AQUINO: Aloha. My name is Cheyves Aquino.
MISS MAKAIWI: Hi. My name is Jaylene Makaiwi.
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MISS KEAHI: We've conducted a survey of the main issues in our community, and
these issues are the top four in the following order: Education, jobs, cost of
living, and teen pregnancies. With these four issues, we came up with the vision
that we would like to see in the future.
Our vision of the future is that by the year 2005, we see Molokai as a community
where everyone helps each other; a place where the cost of living is equal to the
average family income; the drop-in center encourages teens to enhance their
interest in learning. Hopefully, with this knowledge, they will be able to enter the
community where there are ample job opportunities; teen pregnancies will
decrease and there is more youth interest in cultural events within the
community; a place where litter is no longer one of the major concerns.
MISS HARRIS: These concerns have caused us to, here " .(giggle) ... , these
concerns have caused us to form a mission. We believe that the Ho'ikaika Youth
Advisory Council and the Molokai Youth Center have to band together and
join ... be involved in the challenges that face our community. Our main issue is
having a pla ... a safe place where the older youth, mainly ages 14 to 21, can
congregate, keeping them away from dangerous environments such as drug and
alcohol. We will commit ourselves to establishing a teen drop-in center that will
provide other alternative such as social and recreational activities, mini-learning
centers and/or just a place to kick back and relax.
MISS KEAHI: With the information you just...you ... that you have received, we, the
youth of Molokai hope you will use this to the best of your ability. Thank you for
your attention. And at this time, we're open to comments, questions or
clarification. ., .(applause) ...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Uh, do you want to do the questions now? Do you have questions
for, uh, Mr. Kawano?
MISS KEAHI: Actually ... actually, it was if they have questions for us .. , .(laughter) ...
CHAIR CARROLL: Do any of them ... do any of the members have any questions for the
group at this time? Mr. Kawano.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And Molokai, welcome ...
MISS KEAHI: Hello.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: ... to MauL How was the camp?
MISS KEAHI: Fun, educational, fun .. , .(chuckle) ...
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO:
news, then?

So, you're ready to go home and spread the good

MISS KEAHI: Yeah. You got that one.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: You worked hard? Good. Thank you. Thank you,
Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further questions? Jo Anne Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I just wanted to know, did you pick somebody who's going to
be the one who's going to run for office when "Uncle" Pat retires?
... (Iaughter) ...
MISS KEAHI: Not really.... (chuckle)...
CHAIR CARROLL: If no further questions ...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Oh, I'm sorry. Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes. Thank you. You mentioned as one of your
objectives, to create new jobs and to reduce debts. Another one was to reduce
the cost of living. May I ask, what type of new jobs you envision for Molokai?
What direction you would like to see the job market go toward?
MISS KEAHI: Well, we do not want a lot of development on our island. So, what we
have starting now is like the restoration of our... our historical sites. And right
now, they are paying the community members to help restore this site. For
instance, fish ponds and the replanting to native plants. So, we're hoping that
even,tually we can get more jobs such as that so we won't have to resort to more
deve:lopment in order to have more jobs.
II

MISS HARIRJS: And if we could get our teen center approved, then we would have to
take on staff as well. So, we would employ, maybe, the teens or community
members to come in and help us out.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you very much.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Are you committed to attend public hearings to let
elected officials, like us, know what your feelings are when public meetings are
held?
MISS KEAHI: Definitely, because we come from Molokai and if you haven't noticed, we
don't have much to do, so. . .. (Iaughter and applause) ...
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. What will you folks do when you
get back to Molokai as far as getting more teenagers or even adults involved in
making things better on Molokai after attending this conference?
MISS KEAHI: Well, right now we have plans like community meeting and right now we
have to plan for that meeting. So, when we get back, it's right back to work.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Right on. Very good.
MISS. HARRIS: It's all about recruiting other members as well, getting as much youth
involved as we can and community support.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Right on. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. I'm going to cut the questions short now because we
do have a limited amount of time. Thank you, Molokai.
MISS KEAHI: Thank you .... (applause) ...
MISS ZARRO: At this time, we're going to hear from our Central group ... so, Central
Maui.
Long pause while the Central Maui group approaches the podium.

MISS MERS That was a journey.
CENTRAL MAUl GROUP: Aloha.
MISS MERS: My name is Chantilly Mers.
MISS AMANO: And I'm Megan Amano and we are ...
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CENTRAL MAUl GROUP: ... the Central Maui community.
MISS MERS: We'd like to thank you for all being here and having the wonderful time
spent, especially coming here to listen to you.
MISS AMANa: As teens living in the community, we face a lot of problems and issues,
and in this camp, we fa .. .feel that the four most important issues are: 1) Safe
schools. We want to see safer schools, free of drugs with more strict security.
And we feel that after we experienced the Maui High threat that there are a lot of
unprofessional procedures that were taken and that...and we feel that the
security is unqualified; and 2) Public transportation. We want to see a
community where public transportation is available 'cause a lot of people on the
island does ... don't know about public transportation and things like MEa, that's
not really public 'cause, I mean, you have to go through forms and you have to
have a card. And we want things that we can just go on and go wherever we
need to go; 3) Community activities and projects. We want to see positive
activities and projects that benefit the community and promote positive
interaction. We want service projects as a whole community and not just
small. ..Iittle service projects here and there. We also want the projects to have
one goal and that is to better the community; and 4) Jobs for teens. We want to
see job or... opportunities for teens throughout the community. We need these
jobs for future references and to be prepared when we're adults.
Our vision of the future is that by the Year 2003, we see Central Maui as having
a cleaner and safer environment where everyone is involved in improving the
quality of life in that community. And just the saying that we want everyone to
work together to reach that same goal, and we're hoping to provide interaction
and influences of values that we share.
MISS MERS: With our concerns and our visions we also have formed a mission. We
believe that as the future of Hawaii, that the children of the ... tomorrow, we must
work together as a community based on our universal values, and in doing so,
we will move towards providing a better tomorrow, today. Um ... may ... basically,
let's say if we were to do a beach cleanup project. If a mass of youth were to go
there promoting a cleaner community, we not only promote that, but basically
saying that, hey, we are the future and that we have values that we want to
share. And the camp, as a whole, brought so much good memories and we had
so much great opportunities to finally realize that no vision would be possible
without...if we were all to work together. And we had ... we came from all over the
County, like had Hana, we had Lanai and Molokai, and we actually had to put all
our differences aside for a whole three days and just work together. And so, and
in order to achieve something like this great, like a Youth Vision for our youth and
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for our community was a great privilege. And I want to thank you for time and
mahalo. Sorry.... (applause) ...
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
MISS MERS: Um ... I. .. our next group is our Hana community.
CHAIR CARROLL: One moment.
MISS MERS: Oh, I'm sorry.
CHAIR CARROLL: The Council members ... (inaudible) ...
MISS MERS: Oh, we have questions.
... (Iaughter) ...

I'm sorry.

I'm so sorry.

Oh, gosh!

CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And I think this is the
same question that Council member Arakawa asked the Molokai group. When
you talk about jobs for teens, do you folks have any particular ideas about, not
only the kinds of jobs, but the training for the jobs, whether it's in school...
MISS MERS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: ... or at the Boys and Girls Club of MauL ..
MISS MERS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
... having somebody there to assist you folks with
job-training skills, and I don't want to give you too much ...
MISS MERS: Oh!
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: ... 1want you to tell us.
MISS MERS: Actually, urn, a lot of people, we actually had this MEO training thingy
that happened and a lot of teen, I guess, you had to meet a certain, I guess,
family income? I'm not sure how it worked, but some of our people would go
there and they'd actually pay you to sit and learn about job training and job skills.
And that was, I think, we had actually a mock interview and all that kind of stuff, I
think. Yeah, so, that was very positive.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Carroll. Eh, thanks you guys for coming
down you guys. I like those shirts, they're really cool. ... (chuckle) ...
Uh, you folks mentioned something about public transportation.
MISS MERS: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: How do you think you could get more students to use
the busses to go to school?
MISS MERS: Urn, like public ... the regular school busses or... ?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, just...especially high school students.
MISS MERS: High school students, yes. That's kinda ... that's, yeah, maybe if
... (Iaughter) ... okay, maybe if let's say like can ... Oahu we have there the public
bas .. .the bus, the kind of tour-looking buses. I think it's kinda expensive though,
yeah, but we really don't'-'it'll be kinda better that way, 'cause I know a lot of
teenagers do not want to be riding in those, you know, yellow busses, you
know-choo-choo
-you know what I mean, so. . .. (laughter). .. So, if
we were to have a different bus where, maybe it's a stereotype kind of thing, I'm
not sure, but maybe if we had like those kind of busses-has air can in and is
kinda more like ...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Cool?
MISS MERS: Yeah, cool. ... (Iaughter) ...
MISS AMANO: Also, the busses that we use, some are really unsanitary and
that's ...that may be a reason why a lot of stUdents don't want to ride the bus.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. That was a tough question to answer
and you guys answered it real well. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Mr. Kawano.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO: What are the ages of you ... your group? The youth in
the back?
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MISS MERS: Uh, 14 to 16 ... 14 to 16, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO:
. . .(Iaughter) ...

Oh,

that's

a nice,

ripe

age.

Thank you .

MISS MERS: Oh-h-h. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Good afternoon. When my daughter was in high
school, and I noticed part of the same request coming in from the earlier
statements. She always told me, you know, we got a lot of activity, but we sort of
like someplace to just "hang."
MISS MERS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Someplace where you can just meet your friends, talk
story, and sort of just kind of relax. And, urn, is there any place or any ... any ... the
youth center or any place that you would like to see developed into an area like
this? Or how would you like to see an area like this created?
MISS MERS: Urn, I guess with the expansion of the Boys and Girls Club, that's going
to be a ... a big thing too, is because the plan is that there would actually be a teen
place, just only for teens, where we'd have a place to just go and just to "hang"
and mingle with people our own age-like this our-age group. And there will be a
place for younger people to go also, but this place would be secluded-only for
our teenagers and it's gonna be safe and drug free.
CHAI R CARROLL: All right. Because of time constraints, I'm going to have to move
on.
MISS MERS: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you very much .. , .(applause) ...
MISS MERS: I guess Hana is next.
Pause while the Hana group approaches the podium.

MASTER JOSEPH VILLIARIMO:
Aloha, Council members.
My name is
Joseph Villiarimo and I am representing, uh, actually, I am representing the Hana
youth Action Planners sponsored by Kukulu Kumuhana.
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MASTER JOHN VILLIARIMO: Hi. My name is John Villiarimo.
MISS KA'AUAMO: Aloha. My name is Nani Ka'auamo.
MASTER N. VILLIARIMO: My name is Nicholas Villiarimo.
MISS EMMSLEY: Aloha. My name is Camellia Emmsley.
MASTER JOSEPH VILLIARIMO: By the Year 2004, we see Hana as being a
self-sustaining, culturally-proud community whose strength comes from the
'ohana (family), and their connection to the 'aina (the land). We believe that
Hana has potentially .. .the potential to change into more ... more powerful
community where the people are able to learn about their issues and solve them
positively. Our concerns, we feel the most important issues are: Drug, alcohol
Abuse and underage drinking, drinking and driving, water shortages, and police
abusing privileges.
One action step we would like to take is to develop a community learning
conference which will address the many concerns and community faces and find
solutions. Our goal is to make Hana a better living environment for the people of
Hana, showing families and youths some positive alternatives that they can take;
being culturally aware of their responsibilities in their natural environment; to take
positive initiatives; get to know new community members. We will turn these
obstacles into opportunity by building the confidence and self-esteem of the
community which will open new perspectives and positive lifestyles.
At this time, I would like to take a special mahalo for Robert Carroll, and fOL ..for
supporting the Youth Conference. And thank you all for allowing us to speak.
At this time, do you guys have any questions?
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Commissioners, any questions? Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. 1...1...1 see in your four issues of concern,
you mentioned police abuse privileges. And then you go to address it by saying
that your goal is to take positive initiatives to get to know new community
What kind of abusive privileges have
members a... i.e., police officers.
been ... have you identified that our police department have been ...
MASTER JOSEPH VILLIARIMO: Well ...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ... neglectful of doing?
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MASTER JOSEPH VILLIARIMO: ... the police in Hana tend to, I guess, we usually
catch the ...the, how do you say, uh, you know, either people are retiring or the
rookies, the people that are just coming. So, then, the ... the rookies mainly just
have to make their points or not really that sure, I don't know really why they
seem to have such a impact, but all the new cops, they just seem to be more
negative towards the community members. I've just heard that a lot, I haven't
really had an ... any experience, but that's just what I hear. But as ... as ... as far as I
know, I try to be friends with the cops and it seems to work, you know, I haven't
get any problems. I'd ... 1say the best thing we can do as a community is to, when
we see a new cop, uh, a new police officer coming in, to actually make a point to
be their friend, to get to know them and then maybe it won't be so negative. At
least then when the students, maybe if you as Council members, could ... could
maybe schedule meetings where, at the school, where the police officers can
come to our school and they can address the elementary students and the high
school students and that way everyone get to know them as by name, so that
next time when they see 'em, if they so happen to pull over their parents, it'll be
like, "Oh! Hi, officer, how you doing?" Then, you know what I mean, then it
wouldn't be so negative and, you know, it can be ... it's like. Any thing else?
Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further questions? If not, I have a question. What would be
the ... the employment opportunities that you would like to see in Hana?
MASTER JOSEPH VILLIARIMO: Well, we have this program, Kukulu Kumuhana. It
was a pretty big grant and, well, that has its own grant and it has its own basic
places where we can spend the money. As of right now, we have employment
opportunities for more ... more or less, uh, educators. We need more educators
within the program itself. We have the means, we have everything, we just need
more support in-community support is the main one, because it has to do with
the school and all the students within the school. So, if, I say if we have more
parental support, Council support, I say this could be a really good, uh,
employment opportunity for everyone being that the hotel is not a very good thing
at all-it's just like going down. But, other than that, yeah. Better get back to the
land, I say, that's the best...
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Hana.
MASTER JOSEPH VILLIARIMO: ... that's the best form of work .... (Iaughter) ...
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Hana.... (applause)... Would you like to introduce
our next group?
MASTER JOSEPH VILLIARIMO: I'm sorry, Kihei. ... (applause) ...
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Pause while the Kihei group approaches the podium.
MISS YOUNG: Aloha. I'm Kam Yai Young and we are representing the community of
Kihei.
MISS BLUMBERG: I'm Osheana and I go to Seabury Hall.
MISS KING: My name is Jenna King and I've lived in Kihei my whole life.
MASTER ZARRO: Hi. My name is William Zarro and I go to Lokelani Intermediate.
MISS YOUNG: Okay. Good afternoon, Chairman, and good afternoon, Council
members. In the past two, thank you, in the past two days, we have gone over
important issues in our community and we have found four:
Excessive
development; native habitats lost; no high schools in Kihei; and lack of
communication between government and citizens.
These concerns have caused us to form a mission. We believe that through
proper water management, planning and control, the population growth and
development will be achieved. Our vision for the future is that by 2005, we see
Kihei maintaining a small-town lifestyle with lots of open space, nice beaches and
healthy native plants.
To begin moving towards our vision, we will focus on controlling wir... water usage
by research water laws; talk to the Water Board, also Skippy Hao; do stream flow
studies and review carrying capacity of the water, the land and the road of... of
Maui; reserving open space; planting native plants; and educating people about
Kihei's water issues. We believe that the excessive development occurring in
our present day community can be controlled by making development aware that
our small island has limited resources. With rapid growth, our source of water
could be especially defi. .. devastated.
Mahalo for your time and your ears. We appreciate your interest in our vision of
the future and we will look forward to your continual support of involvement we
have in our com ... in our community. Kihei is a great place to live and ...
KIHEI GROUP: ... we hope to keep it that way! ., .(Iaughter) ...
MISS YOUNG: Mahalo, again. Any questions?
CHAIR CARROLL:
Commissions,
. . .(Iaughter). .. Mr. Arakawa.

I

mean,
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: In part of your presentation, you're talking about, uh,
keeping open space. When I was chairman of the Planning Committee for the
Council, when we went to Kihei, one of the areas we looked at is the beach
reserve area and putting in a walkway ... walk... walking/bicycle path pretty much
through the entire Kihei area from Azeka's all the through to Wailea. Is this ... that
something in your vision you see as desirable.
MISS YOUNG: A bicycle path?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Walking bicycle path along the beach?
MISS YOUNG: Yeah. That would be great. Urn, also, we're mostly talking about the
land that is already there, like on the right side of Maui Meadows, all the way
down the beaches, along Makena side, just along the shoreline. It needs to be
conserved in a way, just so you keep the lifestyle of Kihei, you know, going. It's
cruise, it's sunny, everybody is happy, no need for traffic. . .. (Iaughter) ...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Bob, just a quick call.
CHAIR CARROLL: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:
would you use it?

If we were to create that walking path/bike path,

MISS YOUNG: Yes. I think many people would because most people take to the
highways when they run and walk because there's not many places to go, and
it's kinda dangerous, it's very dangerous. I mean, there's cars, the poIJution from
the back of the cars, you know. So, if they had a place to go run that's safe, a
nice area with, you know, plants and trees and stuff, they'd take advantage of it.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you very much.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any, uh, Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes. I really thank you guys for coming today. One of the
things we're considering, one of the things I know that I've been pushing for real
hard is the carrying-capacity study. So, we're do ... going through our budget now.
MISS YOUNG: Uh-huh.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: You ... would you support putting in money in our budget this
year to do a carrying-capacity study?
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MISS YOUNG: Yeah. Definitely.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Great. Thank you.
MISS YOUNG: I didn't know what else to say.... (chuckle) ...
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thanks for coming down here
you guys. And what you folks are doing today is not easy, and that goes for all
the groups who have gone up there to testify in front of us, so I really applaud
you folks efforts. You mentioned here that you want that new high school and I
surely hope you do get it. What kinds of facilities would you like to see in your
new high school? ., .(pause) ... Swimming pool ... (inaudible) ...
MISS YOUNG: Yeah. Swimming pool ... (Iaughter) ... , urn, sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Sorry, I thought I'd throw that out there .... (Iaughter)...
MISS BLUMBERG: We don't need a whole bunch of like special and fancy things. Just
a school so we don't have to go into Maui High or Baldwin, the, you know, all the
time. Just so there could be something at home in Kihei. I mean, the, uh, pool
would be great, but it doesn't need anything, like grand.
MISS YOUNG: It would probably bring more unity to the community too, by saying,
Kihei has a high school. You know how other communities like Maui High or
Baldwin are very enthusiastic into their sports? So, if we have a place, like we
have a football team now, maybe all the kids would more so get together,
community would be more tight, more unity between each other, you know.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Very good. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL:
Thank you.
... (applause) ...

Mr. Nishiki.

Thank you very much Kihei.

MISS YOUNG: Thank you.
MASTER ZARRO:
Lahaina.

Our next group is Lahaina.

. .. (pause). ..

Pause while the Lahaina group approaches the podium.
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MASTER PEREZ: Good afternoon, Council members. My name is Tony Perez.
MASTER SCHWANZ: My name is Calvin Schwanz.
MASTER MCFARLAND: My name is Eric McFarland.
MASTER MARCHELLO: Hello. My name is Kainoa Marchello.
MASTER TWITCHELL: My name is BobbyTwitcheli.
MASTER ROGERS: My name is Dane Rogers.
MISS SENESAC: My name is Valerie.
MASTER IKAIKA KAPU: Aloha. My name is Ikaika Kapu.
MASTER PETERSON: My name is Trent Peterson.
MISS MILBOURN: Hi. I'm Jessica Milbourn.
MISS LASCO: My name Alexa Lasco.
MASTER JACOB KAPU: My name is Jacob Kapu.
MASTER SCHWANZ: Aloha. We, the youth of West Maui present to you our four
major issues. Our priorities are: The lack of family and youth activities, land
overdevelopment, under-funding of schools and, also, drugs. For the future of
our community we have created solutions for some of these problems.
One solution is to build a skate park and other activities focused on older youth.
Our main objective is to create an agricultural park in the bare cane fields of
Lahaina. Our park will contain native plants, taro patches, and fishponds. It will
teach everyone about the native Hawaiian culture; give everyone something to
do; help prevent the dust problems; and make Lahaina much greener.
Thank you for hearing us and may you put our thoughts into consideration .
. . .(applause) ...
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
MASTER MCFARLAND
questions.

At this moment, right now, we're ready to accept any
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CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Parental involvement. How do you
folks see yourselves achieving communication between you and, let's start off,
with your own parents-talking about what we're talking about today?
MASTER MARCHELLO: Well, I think we should just go to our parents and just talk to
'em about, like almost, like at...at dinner, if you have parents around, you should
talk to 'em about your day. And you, uh, if we get the environmental park there,
they might be able to help us or give ideas to, urn, how to make it work or
different plants that could be used.
And they could help ... help in the
development of it too.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Right on. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I'm ... l'm glad to see that you want to do some
agriculture things there rather than just tourism. Is your vision for an agriculture
activity similar to what we have up in Kula, where we have a Ag Park purchased
by government that sets aside land that will be kept for farming in perpetuity
rather than seeing what is happening there with the big land owner, AMFAC,
selling off the property?
MASTER MCFARLAND: The land that we want is more for youth community to do
something instead of sit around or watch TV and stuff. And it also teaches them
about the Hawaiian culture and it... it prevents dust and everything else.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Jo Anne Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes. Thanks, guys for coming from Lahaina. I know it's
really great to have you here, and I'm glad that all of you-many of these kids
have been at the youth center and I know that our youth center's kinda small but
we're ... we're spirited. I want to find out from you guys, if we were to do some
other things, what kind of ag crops do you see coming about in ... in West Maui?
What...what would you ... if we're going to plant something, what would you like to
see there?
MASTER PEREZ: Just.. .just kinda like the native plants and extinct ones that we don't
got, uh, stuff like that.
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: You ... you mean endangered?
MASTER PEREZ: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Right? ... (Iaughter) ...
MASTER PEREZ: Yeah.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And that's my vocabulary.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Arakawa.
MASTER MARCHELLO: Like ... like we said, we want to see like taro there, plant taro
and, um, all the places 'cause West Maui has enough water. The mountains
have enough water, so we should be able to fill up the taro and plant it and, um, I
guess, grow it.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I know one of the projects we've been working one is maybe
a native dry-land forest. So, there is some ... some land up there also from
Kamehameha Schools Bishop Estate. So, I hope you guys are willing to work
with us and help make that happen. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Okay. Mr. Arakawa .... (applause) ...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: I got a question that's little bit on the tough side. You
bring up drugs as a concern. How willing are you to talk to your fellow students
to tell them not to do drugs? Or how... how do you approach this problem and
stop it from expanding?
MASTER MACFARLAND: The only real way we can just stop it from expanding is you
not doing it. 'Cause you can tell them not to do it and they still will. But if they
see you or if they go by example, like you don't do it, then maybe they'll followkind of use like reverse peer pressure .... (applause) ...
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. If you'd like to introduce the next group.
MASTER MCFARLAND: The next group is Paia ... oh, Lanai. ... (Iaughter) ...
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Pause while the Lanai group approaches the podium.

MASTER JEREMY PASCUA: Aloha, Council members. We're from Lanai. My name
is Jeremy Pascua.
MASTER COSTALES: My name is Jimbon Costales.
MASTER MARCOM PASCUA: Hi. My name is Marcom Pascua.
MASTER LOPEZ: My name Kris Lopez.
MASTER KANNO: My name is Ikaika Kanno.
MASTER HANOG: My name is Atreyu Hanog.
MASTER ALCANTARA: My name is Johnson Alcantara.
MASTER JEREMY PASCUA: Our issues of concern. We feel the four most important
issues in our community are: There are not enough jobs, the stores close too
early, the youth center is too small, and there are not enough doctors. Our vision
by the Year 2005, we see Lanai as being a safe community for youths and
families, youths getting involved with youth center programs and recreati()nal
activities and drug-free island with the help of a bigger youth center facility.
Our mission: These concerns have cause used us to form a mission. At this
time, the Lanai Youth Center serves at least twenty youth at a time, mostly
elementary kids. We believe that a bigger youth center that serves at least 200
youth will help reduce the use of drugs, alcohol, teenage pregnancy among our
youth of Lanai. Our goals is to enlarge the youth center by writing a letter to
Riki Hokama and David Murdock requesting a bigger youth center; call Makawao
Youth Center for steps in getting a bigger youth center building; gather
information on liability and issues for a skateboard ramps and a basketball court.
We realize that there are organizations and individuals in this community who
may be able to assist us, including Lanai High School, student and staff; Lanai
Company; County Council, Boys and Girls Club; Lion's Club.
Thank you for hearing our concerns, our visions for the future, and our action
plans. Gathering together and discussing our concerns and mapping ways to get
involved to improve our community was just the first step in Youth Vision. We
hope that you will continue to support us and our involvement in the community.
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Any questions?
CHAIR CARROLL: Council members. Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And for you
representing Lanai, I'm very proud of you to ... that you're here today with us in our
Council Chambers that also belong to each and every one of you of the Youth
Conference. I have .. .1 just... I would like you to help us understand two things.
When I grew up with most of your parents, there was only pineapple, and I'm
sure your parents told you the days of when we worked in the ... in the pineapple
fields, and then we moved to tourism. What kind of jobs would you like to see in
the future for Lanai?
MASTER JEREMY PASCUA: Like mostly community service, like or after... after school
things to do, stuff like that.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. What...what are your thoughts about what kind
of programs would you like to see in a new youth center facility for people like
yourselves, age, you know, your age group? What kind of programs help you to
be a better person for our community?
MASTER LOPEZ:
Like, um, probably like ... like skateboarding stuff and be
a... basketball gyms, Whatever, that kind of stuff, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Do we need more people to help provide maybe
training and instruction also?
MASTER LOPEZ: Uh, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for being here. I'm very proud of all
of you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Mr. Nishiki
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: How will you try to get girls from Lanai to come over with
you the next time? ... (Iaughter). .. I just kidding ... 1 see all boys here, and I'm
glad that you came. . .. (Iaughter). .. Because I see the next one seems like all
girls. . .. (Iaughter). .. But, anyway, my ... my question is this. You ... you
mentioned drugs. You mentioned drugs. You mentioned alcohol. And you
mentioned possibly a bigger youth center would maybe eliminate this. How easy
is it to get drugs? And how prevalent is it amongst the youth of your age on
Lanai?
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MASTER JEREMY PASCUA: It's like ... it's really ease 'cause like, urn, there's like drug
operations and stuff like that happen all the time on Lanai. And, urn, the dealer
just deal to anybody like our age and, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And ... and you know for a fact that youth amongst your
age are using a lot of iton Lanai?
MASTER LOPEZ: Oh, yeah. 'Cause, uh, like, I don't know, it...it just...you just can tell
like the difference in their looks and stuff from before-they're like looks ... look
sicker. . .. (Iaughter) ...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Lanai. ... (applause) ...
MASTER LOPEZ: Paia is next ... oh, Haiku .... (Iaughter) ...
Pause while the Paia group approaches the podium.

MISS JOHNSON: Aloha, everyone. My name is Ululani Johnson. I would like to thank
you for being here to listen to our concerns. My team and I are from Paia and
Haiku, representing the Paia Youth and Cultural Center and the Boys and Girls
Club of Maui in Haiku.
MISS BONOFIGLlO: Hi. My name is Monica Bonofiglio.
MISS DEPONTE: Hi. My name is Kehaulani DePonte.
MISS HALL: Hi. My name is Mileka Hall.
MISS SHORT: Hi. My name is Danielle Short.
MISS MELEKAI JENSON: Hi. My name is Melekai Jenson
MISS KEALOHA: I'm Alaka'i Kealoha.
MISS FRANCO: Chanelle Franco.
MISS CARROLL: Shayna Carroll.
MISS MAL LOT: Hi. My name is Brittany Mallot.
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MISS MOANA JENSON: Hi. My name is Moana Jenson.
MISS ULULANI JOHNSON: Uh ... here ... our major concerns are: Housing, drugs, public
transportation, and air pollution.
Our vision of the future is that by the Year 2010, we see Paia and Haiku as being
a nice, affordable, drug-free county with public transportation for all and
absolutely no, urn, pollution. Because of this, we feel that our mission is to
create a better MauL
Our goals to accomplish mis ... mission are: 1) focus on the positive, but not the
negative; 2) we will write letters to our legislators about our concerns; 3) we
would come together as one to educate others in our community.
There are some obstacles or challenges that stand between our team and our
vision. We feel that one of our obstacles is people ignor... ignorance, people
refuse to pay attention when community needs to do not directly affect them. We
will turn this obstacle into an opportunity by having an educational fair that would
attract people from all different communities in Maui County.
So, once again, we would like to thank you for hearing our concerns, our vision,
and our action plan. We hope that you will continue to support us and our
involvement in community. Mahalo.... (applause)...
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
MISS ULULANI JOHNSON: Any questions?
CHAIR CARROLL: Council members? Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Carroll. How can youths help
keep our public areas cleaner and reduce pollution?
MISS ULULANI JOHNSON: Well, we have community services over here and stuff, so
they can help us.
MISS MELEKAI JENSON: We have things like, urn, Community Work Day where you
can go to the beach and pick up litter, and we like our Paia Youth Center has a
beach cleanup day where one Saturday a month, I think it is, we just dedicate our
day to clean up the beach.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you.
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MISS MELEKAI JENSON Uh-huh.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: You list here affordable housing in your area. Is it
your vision that Paia/Haiku, uh, more housing come up in that area or is it your
vision that that area remain more a rural-type community? How do you intend to
balance the two-having more affordable housing versus keeping a rural-type
atmosphere?
MISS MELEKAI JENSON: Well, urn, there's noting we can do about keeping it rural,
but, so, if we could 'cause all the houses are so expensive. Like we can't even
afford to buy it, so if there were to be houses, maybe it could be so we could
afford them. 'Cause all the houses are now like .. .like Kuau Bay View and all that,
and that the houses above Malikoare really expensive. So, if we could maybe
make it so we could afford and not people coming out of, like from the mainland
coming to ... coming and buying those houses.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Short follow up, Mr. Chairman. So, in your. .. in your
vision, you would say that, perhaps, we start approving projects that are more the
affordable, the lower income requirement housing, rather than the upper income
housing in ... in the Paia/Haiku area?
MISS MELEKAI JENSON Yup, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Nishiki.

i
II

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I see this project today wa~ sponsored by the
Kihei Youth Center. Am I to understand that the ... the general attendance here
are from youths that are attending a program at the youth cater?
MISS MELEKAI JENSON: No. They just put it together and we all came from our
different communities to participate in this Youth Vision.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Kane.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you. A lot of times, adults get caught up in thinking
because we're older, we think we're smarter, so we think we have all the
answers. So, one of the things about drugs is, we think we know how to deal
with drugs. And, unfortunately, drugs are still around. So, can you tell us what
you think, as young folks, what would it take to reduce drugs in a community?
MISS MELEKAI JENSON: Well, if we had more programs for kids to go that was like
drug-free, like the youth center, but it was aimed more towards older kids and we
had more like recreational activities for them, then maybe they would-and if we
could like, uh, have programs for kids in like schools and talk to them. I don't
really know.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: That's okay. Although you can't answer it completely, I
want you folks to think about that because, again, we adults think we know it all
because we're older than you, so we think we know. And you know what, a lot of
times we don't. We think we do, but we don't. So, that's why it's important that
you folks are here. Think about those things and see what it would take. Thank
you very much.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. ... (applause)...
CHAIR CARROLL: I believe that was our last group.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: No. One more.
CHAIR CARROLL: We have an ... one more?
MISS

MELEKAI JENSON:
... (applause) ...

Upcountry

Youth

Center

will

be

going

next.

Pause while the Upcountry group approaches the podium.

MASTER JOAQUIN: Hello. My name is Iwi Joaquin and I'm representing the Boys and
Girls Club of Maui of Upcountry, and we just want to thank you guys for letting us
come here to speak to you.
MISS HARRELL: Hi. My name is Megan Harrell and I'm representing the Boys and
Club ... Boys and Girls Club of Maui of Upcountry.
MASTER ST. JOHN: Hello.
Intermediate School.

My name is Rahm St. John and I attend Kalama
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MISS KAUHA'AHA'A: Hi.
Intermediate School.

My name is Chassity Kauha'aha'a and I go to Kalama

MISS TAKAYESU: Hello. My name is Alyse Takayesu and I go to Seabury Hall.
MASTER BONOFIGLlO: Hi. My name is Mike Bonofiglio and I attend King Kekaulike
High School.
MASTER FREITAS: My name is Dyson Freitas. I attend King Kekaulike High School.
MISS FREITAS: I'm Moani Freitas and I attend Kalama.
MISS UAIWA: Hi. My name is Shealen Uaiwa and I go Kalama Intermediate School.
MISS BLOEDON: My name is Malia Bloedon and I go to Seabury.
MISS MALERBA: Hi. My name is Mikiah Malerba and I go to Seabury also.
MISS AKANA: Hi. My name is Megan Akana and I go to Kalama School.
MASTER JOAQUIN: Okay. We represent the Boys and Girls Club of Maui of
Upcountry, and the Upcountry community.
During the past couple days, we learned and talked about how we can improve
our community. First, we brainstormed the problems of our community and voted
which ones are most important. Problems we came up with were: Drought, teen
pregnancy, development and public transportation. While discussing solutions to
these problems, we decided to focus mainly on two problems-drought and teen
pregnancy.
Every year, Upcountry has a reoccurrence drought which limits upcountry
residents to only a certain amount of water use. Not only human residents are
affected by the drought. Many farmers and ranchers live Upcountry, and with the
water cutback, the animals are limited too. After a lot of thought and discussion,
we came up with two solutions. One is to work on passing regulations which
force hotels, restaurants, and public facilities to conserve water such as having
ho ... hotels or restaurants install toilets which use less water. Two is to plant
trees so that with our climate we may have a rain-forest-like environment
providing us with lots of water, eliminating our drought problem.
MISS HARRELL: Teen pregnancy is a current problem in Upcountry. A large
percentage of the King Kekaulike Class of 2000 female boo .. body either had a
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baby or is pregnant with one.
throughout generations.

This problem is not one we'd like to continue

We immediately came to the conclusion that teens do not...are not educated
enough on the subject or don't have egiac ... easy access to protection and birth
control.
Our solution to this problem is to have a Planned Parenthood agency Upcountry
by getting and youth support, and to make protection and birth control more
alvail...more available. We want to focus, not only educating teens on parenting,
but also educating parents on the issue.
Our community is very important to us, and we hope our perspective will help
impact future generations. Thank you.
MASTER JOAQUIN: Thank you.
(?): Do you guys have any questions?
CHAIR CARROLL: Council members. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I'm really glad to see you folks
are concerned about water, especially in Upcountry Maui.What would you folks
do as far as ... how would you folks educate younger kids, the kids in the
elementary school about conserving water? What would you tell them?
MISS MIKIAH MALERBA: Well, if you just put in the system like starting from a young
age telling them that water-they need to conserve water in the shower, turning,
you know, tell 'em that they have to turn the water off when they brush their
teeth-little things like that make a difference. And then, going on to bigger plans
that...and educating them of how to make a difference in bigger ways.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good answers. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes. Thank you. Thanks you ... thanks for being here
and participating in this conference. Could I just ask a question-if you just raise
you hand? How many of you are from Kula? ... (Iaughter). .. Okay. Well, I'm
glad we have one representative from Kula there.
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How do you plan to outreach to the youth that are in Kula? I mean, we've heard
a lot of times that, uh, Upcountry Youth Center is in Makawao and it's difficult for
the Kula ... Kula youth to participate. How do you respond to that?
MISS TAKAYESU: I know that Kula Elementary School has an A+ Program that's
pretty developed. So, that's one way to .. Jor the ... to reach out to them. Urn, also,
probably a youth center in Kula would work too, 'cause it's kinda far away from
Makawao.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Question.
CHAIR CARROLL: Oh, I'm sorry, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That's all right. Just a general question, and it's too bad
it a...well, it's not too bad, it's just you happen to be up there. Do you ... are you
planning another conference and what would it achieve if you did? And, would
you attend?
MISS BLOEDON: I'm not really sure if there are any plans right now for another
conference, but I think that there probably will be, urn, just because of how well
this one went. And I would go to another one.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you very much for coming. . .. (applause) .. , At this
time ... do we have any other groups that's ... let's not leave anybody out over here.
All right. At this time we have only one person signed up for public testimony.
Anybody wishing to give public testimony has to come down and sign at the desk
over here. We are now going to open public testimony. Mike McCormick, a
parent. Could you please give you name in the microphone.
Pause while Mr. McCormick approaches the podium.

MR. MCCORMICK: Thank you, Council members for allowing the youth of Maui County
to come before you and give you their very important vision. Urn, I was on the
beach on Lanai, Manele Bay, about a year and a half ago with a group of high
school kids that went from Maui County to build a greenhouse at the Lanai High
School. And it was an awesome experience, and after spending two days over
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there, and that night we got to camp on the beach that's only a place allowed for
people living on Lanai-we were really welcomed by the people on Lanai. Uh,
we sat around a campfire and that's were the original seed for the Youth Vision
was planted. Uh, there's one student that's here, I think, that was at that,
Jessica Milbourn from Lahaina High School...Lahainaluna, excuse me, but there
was another person there that took this idea and ran with it. That was Ryan
Luskin and, uh, Ryan's the one that kept this project alive. And now, it's up to the
Maui Council and the Mayor to keep this alive. So, I just ask for your continued
support. Thank you ....(applause) ...
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . ..

CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Since we have no one else, public testimony is closed.
Members, this time the Chair will entertain a motion to recommend that the
matter of the resolution that was presented earlier be deferred until the future
Human Services and Economic Development meeting to consider the proposed
resolution.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION: Defer pending further discussion.

CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Members, do you have any final comments. We have
only a few minutes and they have to be downstairs.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes. Mr. Chair, I do have some final comments, and
I'll try to keep it brief, and I haven't been participating when each group came up
because what I have to say pertains to all of the groups. Um, and pardon me
that we're sitting with our backs to some of you. Just pretend my heads on the
other way of... of the, you know, what was that, poltergeist-type of person. I
applaud all of you for participating in this conference. I think it reassures me that
our future is in good hands. I used to be concerned that we were going to, you
know, some place we don't like in a hand basket, and it really pleases me to see
that we have so many caring and committed people in our community,
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mo ... ma ... mainly, the youth. I don't know if... if any of you ar... of some of you
know, I was a school teacher for 16 years and worked with youth through most of
my life in coaching and all different kinds of other concerns or areas.
I have two things that I would like to share with you. I think one project that you
could wrap arms around real quickly and have an impact, and somebody alluded
to it earlier, was our mass-transit or public transportation. We have a form of
public transportation now in the schools and they're called "those ugly school
busses" and, uh, people kinda chuckled because the other night in our budget
meeting, I suggested that we go to the schools and ask the students, "Why is it
you're not riding the bus?" 'Course I know the answer, 'cause it's ugly.
. . .(chuckle) .. , So, why don't you guys get together, come up with some ideas
of how to make bus transportation more attractive in your schools and try to work
in your schools to bring the ridership up 'cause it's a dismal 30 percent of who's
eligible, or 35 percent. That's one way you could immediately impact what our
traffic problems are around the island. I think if you lead by your example, it will
be a lot easier for adults to follow. Because you know that saying about
"teaching old dogs new tricks"-that's true. And we're the old dogs, so you gotta
teach us the new tricks by demonstrating them yourselves.
The second thing, um, that I want to say is a little harder. Regarding the problem
of drugs, we have to teach each other how to get over the "Narc Syndrome."
You know about drugs going on in your families, with some of your friends or in
your community. You have to be brave and courageous enough to report thatand I know that's hard. Nobody wants to be a squealer or a stoolie or a Narc.
Nobody wants to do that, but you have seen the result of people not speaking up
at the beginning. This is why we have such a horrendous drug problem now-no
one wants to turn anyone in. I believe that if you want to turn people in or report
something, and can do it and still remain anonymous, uh, with the Police
Department. But you folks are closest to the problem as far as among the teens,
and we ... we adults can't come into the groups and we can't disguise ourselves
as 15 year olds any more, you know, we won't pass that test, for sure. You folks
are there and it's affecting you. And I would urge you to talk about this amongst
your groups of saying that it's not uncool. You're trying to protect yourselves and
your future and your community. You may have to take unpleasant steps and
one of them might be to turn somebody in that you know. But if we're going to
get a handle on the drug problem, we have to stop the usage. If there is no
demand for drugs, there will be no supply. And it...and it rests with each
individual. So, 1. .. 1 ask you to ... to.consider that and work on that with your groups
in school and try to promote that and, I think, you will and you are having a
significant impact in Maui County and I thank you for that.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you .... (applause) ... We are out of time. I would like to
say as Chair of this Committee that I am very proud of all of you. And I will speak
for this Committee-even though I usually don't speak for Mr. Nishiki-I will
speak for all of us in saying I feel that all of us are very proud and honored to
have you with us here today. And I would go so far as to say, all those out there
in the television audience today, this is recorded live, and it will be shown
afterwards on Akaku, are very proud of you also. And saying that, this Human
Services and Economic Development Committee is now adjourned .
. . .(gave/) . ..

ADJOURN: 4:20 p.m.
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